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(C) T%e Social Insurmce TSoard shnil lmw the power to ikI:ll<C suc’11 rules and
regulations as will facilitate the oper’ation of such permitted lxivzte mmit-y
plans, and shall huve the right to revoke such permission either upon the request
of the employer or upon the failure of the employer to fulfill the requirements

of thk3 section.
Senator KIN-C Mr. Revmond, of Ilinghnmton, S. Y.

STATEMENT ‘OF M. H. REYMOMD, BINGHAMTON, M. Y,
N1r. REYDIOXD. b$y name is AI. 1-I. Reymond. I appear as fifi ordinwy citizen, not in behalf of anv spe&l interest or group.
Sen,ztor KING. What is your bus&s, blr. Reymond !
&1r. REYMOND. &I-y. business is industrial erqineering. I haw done
work for many well-knomm conqxmies. III that connection I Hague
had occasion to observe the problem of insecurity in industry at the
place where it is actually clevelopecl. I have also made a carefu2
study of the general problem of industrial depression and unc~nl~loyment during the past 15 years.
What I propose to show is as follow-s : First,. that the currently
agitated theory of trying to create prosperit jr by increasing the benehts under the present bill is an econo;nic delusion ; and. second. that
even if the benefits are not increased. this bill., if enacted intxi l:w,
will have a retarding influence upon Our recovery fro;11 the existing
unemployment.
I also propose to place the 2en era s-&j ect of ecorlomic security
before this committee in a new $ght, that II Leliew may prow helpful
not only in appraising this partm&r bill but also in appraising other
lcgisl:?t!on that is constantlT coming before you.
h order to kite13 mysei i! ’ from wa :I cleriqz a IV :‘. 7
. frml the subject
and to conserve time, I h,z\-e prepared L?. prciiminxy stdement which
I estimate will take about 10 or 15 minutes. 1 &me it is sat*isfactory to go ahead on that basis.
Senator KING. You can have PO minutes. Read it as rapidly as
you can.
Nr. R,EYAIOND. While I am thoroughly In sympathy with the humanitarian timpulses behind the present economic security bill, I am
concerned about, the prospect of its turning out to be another one of
those well-intent.ioned things that, at cz time like the present, may do
more harm than good. This danger is particularly great if this bill
is lookecl upon as an agency wherewith to create prosperity and the
expenditures under this bill are extended under the delusio!l that
expenditures of this kind can create prosperity. The economic fact
is just the reverse. Even if this bill is passed without any additions
to the proposed expenditures, its effects will be to retard r&overv and
extend somewhat. the time until our vast army of unemployed wakers
shall haye been reabsorbed by private industry.
I submit that if legislation of this Bind sl~oulcf be passed at all at
the present time, it shoulcl be purely on the ground that the humanitarian benefits will outweigh the economic disadvantage of putting
a damper on recovery from unemployment.
I will now try to show why legislation of this character will retard
the solution of the existing unemployment problem.
In order intelligently to appraise the influence upon unemployment of legislation of this character-or of any other legislation for
that matter-it is necessary first of all to understand what causes
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unemployment. My experience is that very few people know what
causes unemployment. This applies not only to people in general and
their political representatives but also to corporation managers and
to labor leaders and to professional economists. It is no wonder this
ax?employment problem has been mishandled, when most of the peopie who have been intrusted with its solution do not themselves underFLECK the nature of the problem they are dealing with. And yet,
the cause of unemployment is really quite simple and understandable.
It is merely the fact that the margin of profit between selling prices
and COSTS of production has been so contracted as to force the partial
or complete closing down of most of our business enterprises.
This began in 1929 when a rapid decline in prices, due in turn to a
complication of financial causes, which it would be inappropriate to
discuss in detail at this time. Costs of production did not decline
as rapidly as the general level of prices, for two reasons. One reason was the fact that the human element in industry resists any
rapid reduction in wage and overhead costs. This applies to employers as well as to employees. Neither of them like to see wages
reduced, and neither; of them like to reduce overhead costs any more
than is necessary. The other reason was the fact that our Government exhorted employers to keep up wage rates and to spend all
they could on plant facilities, in addition to paying higher taxes to
finance Government expenditures.
The inevitable result of rapidly declining prices, combined with
less rapidly declining costs, was a wiping out of profits, a contraction of enterprises, and a growing army of unemployed workers.
I submit to you that these are the basic facts of the unemployment problem.
With this understanding in mind as to what causes unemploymen!,
I submit that there are only two intelligent ways to attack ths
problem. One is in the direction of reducing wage and overhead
costs. The other is in the direction of efficiently restoring the general level of prices.
Thus far, since 1929, we have done neit.her of these things. In
the direction of restoring the general level of prices we have wasted
time and resources on positively erroneous schemes that were foredoomed to inefficiency and failure.
Senator KING. Such as the N. R. A.?
Mr.. REYRIOND. That was one of them. The Public Works program was another one. The monetary scheme w&s another, and
there were others.
Senator KING. Inflation 8
Mr. REYMOND. Yes. I would like to be able to go into detail on
all those subjects, but of course that would be departing from this
bill.
In the direction of reducing the wage and overhead costs we have
done worse than nothing. In all of the 5 years since 1929 we have
resisted the reduction of these c,osts. Our intentions were good. W e
wished to help labor and relieve unemployment. Actually, with
what might be called misguided humanitarianism, we have unnecessarily prolonged the problem of unemployment and we have re
tarded the recovery of adequate earnings per week by the wage
worker. We have forced the closing down of many small marginal
businesses and we have compelled many
* employers df labor who mcrg
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formerly humanely inclined toward their employees, to discharge
aged, .infirm, and otherwise hru2dicapped emplo,yees in order ii) st;i ’y
in business at all, thus swelling the ranks of what are nox c:Jie;l kh3
unemployables.
This brings us to the question of whether the present bill it the
present time isn’t another similar piece of miguided llhl:-~i;~ni.-r~tri:~12ism. This bill proposes a 2-8 percent tax on payrolls plx i+:inl
contributions by the Federal Government of $80,000,000 per YC;;.Y TC)
$200,000,000 per year. It further proposes a duplication L’! :!:+.3
expenditures by the individual States. Another important coxi&
er:&on is the fact that this is a subject matter upon which f’r<‘i. jI:j i
costs are likely far to exceed initial es&&es, if our espericn::c ‘:, it+
benefits of a similar charact;zr for a small part of our people7 oix i::al
veterans and their dependents, means anything.
Senator KING. Or if the experience in other countries means anvu
thing.
Mr. REYMOKD. I will come to t,he experience in other countries in
just a moment..
'dI“he CHAIRMAN. Whom do you work for now, &fr. Reymond?
Mr. REYNOND. I have done work for many \vel!-known companies.
Sena.tor COUZENS. Will you name them, please?
Mr. EEPMOND. A few of the companies that I have done wofk
for are the Endicott- Johnson, the Eastman Koclnl~, General MYotors,
Western Electric, and a great ruany other smaller companies. However, I want to make it clear that, I do not reflect tl2c views of x2y
one of these companies. I am presenting my own personal views.
under retainer from any of those comSenator COOZEXS. Are you
*
panies now 8
Mr. REPRIOND. No, sir. The new taxes involved unquestiona.bly
mean a further increase in the overhead costs of business, and, as
such, cannot but have a retarding influence on the reexpansion of
business to absorb the existing unemploved. I submit to you the
opinion that, just a.t the present tillle, t&e unnecessary misery and
the continued demoralization of our people created by prolonging
the existing unemployment would be likely to more than counterbaialice the well-intentioned humanitarian benefits anticipated by
the proponents of the present bill.
I also submit. to you that it would be almost impossible to prevent benefits under this bill from going to many people n-120 could
get along wit.hout them. Tl2e inevitable result w&&l be expensive
relief. I submit the opinion that our duty at the present time is to
provide for victims of the depression and other misfortunes in the
most economical manner. There is no greater economic fallacy than
the currently popular theory that the spenclil2g of money by Government, on old-age pensions or in any other way, tends to help
business and relieve unemployment.
If this’ money is raised by’ tnxing p~lv’ roils 01’ by t’asing sales,
the result is to prolong bxi ness st ngnxtibn and ~rnel:lploy~~lent. I f
0 bonds the people who bui t,he bonds
this money is raised by sell&,will spend that much less lnoney on the inves tin&s ‘they would
otherwise have made in private industry.
Finally, I submit the opinion Dlrat I deplore the general philosophy
of this bill of looking upon the problem of depression and unem-
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ployment as a permanent problem, and of seeking to imitate what
European countries have clone with this problem. My thought is
that we should hc praying to be spared from the fate of European
nations instead of trying to imitat,e them.
Senator &XG. \Vell, we took that course the other day
Y in dealing
witJh the World Court bill.
Mr. REYXO~D. Yes. However, that ~vas not exactly an issue of
imitating other countries. There were some other angles there. The
condition of European peoples is anything but enviable or secure,
economically or otherwise. I believe American ingenuity should be
able to find a better solution to this problem than anything that any
European country has yet found. If we in the Unit.ed States continue to bun$e this unemployment problemY as: the European countries have bungled it for years, we may yet land in the deplorable
condition that these countries appear to be drifting t.oward. o u r
own people, in their discouragement and desperation, may cast to
the winds their hard-won political and indust.rial liberty of the past
few centuries in the foolish hope that somehow this may bring us
greater econ omit security. To my mind it would be one of the
great tragedies of history if, becawe of a little lack of economic
understanding, we also should drift into that same kind of condition.
Senator ~<ING. hk. Reymond, if I understand your thesis, it is t,his,
That by spending money we cannot get back prosperity, we cannot
get out of the depression.
hilr. I%EYMOXD. That is corre: t.
Senator IGxG. And, seconc!l)r, that so long as we are maintaining
the thesis of high wages and large expenditures, whereas in other
countries wages are low, we cannot compete with the world, and we
are going to lose our foreign trade and thereby retard the alleviation
of the present. condition ‘1
Mr. REYXOW. 3%~. The principal point I wish to make is that
there are only two ways in which we cati act’ually relieve the unemployment situation. We cannot do it by passing unemployment insurance legislation or by expending money on public works, or in any
other way, or old-age pensions. The only way it can be done is either
to reduce the Jyage and overhead costs in proportion to the drop of
the natural level of prices, or to work on the other end of the financial
factors which have caused price levels to drop, and bring them in
relation to the overhead costs.
Senator COOZIDX. H&e vou any program to accomplish that 8
Mr. REYMOXD. I haT-e a Gery d&nite program.
Senator ConzEss. Are you goin,? to state it to us?
Mr. RE~MNW. I am afraid it, would be out of order in connection
with this bill, I would be glad to have an opportunity to do that.
I was going to come to that in a moment.
In cow1usion7 I would like to make it clear that I am not criticizing
whnt~ appears to me to be misdire~~tecl efforts to deal with the qwstion
Gf unel~ll~lo~~~Il~.cn’i, without, on 11g; part, having definitely in mind a
better approach to the problem than that, which I am criticizing.
I have shown what causes unemployment. I have show-n how we
have thus far largely made the sitxation worse instead of better
bv our misguided efforts. I have shown that the nresent bill has all
the earma& of being another mi&uided effort. I And I have submitted a general for&ula by nhich”to check any plan for relieving
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unemployment, to find out whether it will actually contribute toward
the desired result, namely : It must either (I) reduce wage and overhead costs: or (2) it must provide an efficient program for restoring
and then sta.bilizing the general level of prices.
I now submit t.hat the esisting unemployment can be cured by
either of these two alternative methods. I also submit that the
present situation is so serious that we should be doing something in
the direction of both of the.se methods.
I would suggest that the erroneous labor legislation of recent
years that is retarding recovery from unemployment should be repealed, and I would suggest tha.t the consideration of legislation
like the present bill, that would further aggravate this unemployment problem, should be postponed until some future time.’
I would like to go further than these suggestions. I would like
to outline to ou the principal thing that I believe should be done
in order to eificiently and permanently cure the problem of unemployment. But I am afraid I cannot do this wit,hout departing
from a discussion of the present bill. I would have to talk about
the financial c.auses that made the general price level rapidly decline,
beginning in 1929, and that made invest.ment goods prices rapidly rise
prior to 1929, and that, if they continue uncorrected, will plague us
with similar ra id fluctuations in the general level of prices in the
future. I woul pd also have’ to describe in detail why our past efforts
in this direction have been erroneous and futile, and also how future
efforts can be, made efficient a,nd successful. I suppose I will have
to await an opportune future time to submit these further suggestions, in connection with some other bill, perhaps. Just now I
would be glad to go into any further discussion of the present bill
that may be requested.
Senator &NG. Speaking .for myself, if you care to submit further
observations respecting the curative policies, I would be glad to hear
them now? or have you prepare a paper on tha.t.
The CHBIRMAN. If you want to elaborate on t,hat subject, you can
do so and put it in the record.
Mr. REYMOND. All right; I will submit a written statement elaborating what I believe should be done.
The CHAIRMAN. I wish you would do it right away, because we
are having these printed every day.

Q’wl 2p])7~orlC~l lo t?le ]!1~oblC?nl o f UliellAs leas been shown, the onl\- other* lo;1
c1o\\-ll ~li~O~~~i-i!>ll~ltc::,- wit11 esisting l~rlces,
is to et!Aclently raise the general level of 111’1‘cm until it i.; ag:ki;l in ~)a!awe v-it11
existirg
^ L
costa .
Any lwogram to efficiently raise the general level of prices recluiws (z thorough
unclerstardir~
It> of the complication of fix~iicial eleiH9ts that caused this general
level of prices to rapidly fall beginning in 1020. There is no better illustration
of the confusion of ttlougllt among professional economists th2n the fact that
many of tllese (so-called “ conservatives ” as well as so-called “ progressives “)
have sought to restore the general level of prices by closing their eyes to these
plcqxlellt, ;:sitle i’ronl j’orcing !:oSts
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financial elements, groceeclin,v on the wishful theory that if they artificially
raised costs of production they would automatically also raise the general price
level. The fact of the matter is that if it is possible for the general level of
prices to drop faster than costs, as occurred beginning in 1929, it is obvious
Under such circumstances, any
that costs are not the controlling element.
increases in costs that may be forced in some peculiarly situated industries
will be counterbalanced by a corresponding depression in prices in other industries. The general level of prices will not rise merely because of increased
costs. Quite the contrary. It is therefore ridiculous to try to restore a depressed price level by raising prices. And yet this kind of shallow economic
thinking regarding price control has had a large influence in molding our
national policies since 1929.
Of a similar confused character is the theory, largely held among professional economists, that the general price level can efiiciently be raised by
spending money raised by bond issues, whether on public works, on subsidies
to particular industries, on bonuses to war veterans, .on pensions to the aged,
in 1929, we have spent increasingly large
or in any other way. Beginning
* ’
We have increased the
~1111s of borrowed money on sche*xes of this kind.
debt of the FederaS Government by some 15 billion dollars. The failure to
produce the anticipated result appears to make no impression upon those who
recommend schemes of this kind. Rather than admit an error in their theory,
they are merely spurred on to demand bigger and more reckless expenditures.
The economic fact, as pointed out in the early days of snctl1 schc:nes by less
confused economists, is that for every dollar raised bp bond issues and spent
by the Government, a dollar is withdrawn from inreslxent in and spending on
private enterprises by the buyers of the Government bonds.
Some artificial-spending-to-raise-tfle-price-level theorists, tl=us brought ground
to realize the basic fallacy in thei‘,. general theor’y, atteuipt to justify this theoq
on a different ground. They admit that if the Govwnment bonds are bought
by private investors the theory will fail of the desirer1 result. But;, they say,
if the bonds are bought by bsnks and made the basis o-f national-bank notes,
or Federal Iteserve notes, or Federal Reserve credit, the result will be a rise
in the general price level. To the extent that tlris motlification of their ori:ginal
theory may actually have an infliiionary influence upon the price level, it is
not due to the artificial-spending programs which they recommend, but to the
fact. that our Government is givin g banks the right to issue an approximation
of fiat money (differin g only in that a redemption out of taxes at a future
time is conteniglated) . The result v:ould be the same if our Government made
no extraordinary eqpenditnres whateve] but used this method to pa:: for
ordinary es~enditures. Hence the artificial spending-to-raise the price-level
theory is wholly an economic delusion.
This brings us to a considerat.ion of the merits of permittir,g banks to issue
currency backed by Government bonds as a device for raising the general
price leI-el (which is really an entirely different theory from the wholly fallacious spending-to-raise-the-price-level theory). This theory has been given a
practical trial, beginning with enabling legislation in 1932 in the form of
the Glass-Steagall Act and the Glass-Borah Amendment to the home-loan bank
bill. It has fa!!ed to efficiently restore the general price level as anticipated.
The retlson is that banks hare no use for the additional currency and credit
thus made available to them unless they can find borrowers for this money.
And people in general do not borrdw money unless the condition of business
in general is such as to promise a worthwhile profit over and above interest
charges. On the other hand, when the general level of prices has been restored by other methods, if this enablin g legislation isn’t promptly repealed,
it may have 2 positively injuriocs inflaence, carrying us into pnothe;. and
worse boom thnn the last, followed b:; another and worse depression.
Closely allied with the theory of raising prices by permitting banks to issue
currency backed by interest-bearin g Government obligations is the theory of
raising prices by paying Government es:~enclitures with ordinary fiat money
printed for this purpose. This particular schen:e hasn’t yet bee?? tried, but
it has threatened us for some years and may ultimately be tried also. If
issuec? in limited amount, such as proposed under the pending Patman bill,
the effect would probably not be very different from the permission to banks
to issue currency backed by Government bonds. The new currency would
either pile up in banks as reserves or would displace a corresponding amount
of Federal Reserve notes, increasing idle excess reserve credit. The immediate effect would not be to efficiently raise the price level as anticipated,
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and the ultimate effect might be to help create another and worse boom than
the last one.
If this fiat money theory were to take a more radical form, such as for
example a proposal to pay old-age pensions of $200 per month by printing
money instead of by taxation, the general price level would unquestionably
rise. But it would not be a healthy rise. It would be a sudden and uncontrollable rise that would go far beyond the point of restoring a proper balance
with existing costs. Once started, even if further pensions were suddenly and
cruelly cut off entirely, it would probably cost more to stop the rise in prices
than it had cost to start it. Having already squandered our national credit,
we would be unable to stop it if we wanted to, and the result would be a wild
inflation, followed by another depression, and perhaps by a political upheaval
as in Germany, leading no one knows where.
In an effort to avoid this kind of extreme inflation of prices, while at the
same time trying to raise prices a moderate amount, the so-called Warren
plan of dollar devaluation in terms of $01~1 was given a trial. But, like so
many other well-intentioned plans-, this did not work out efficiently in practice, for the reason that it was not a sound theory to begin with. Its principal
accomplishment was to aggravate the very thing that had caused the desire
to reduce the gold content of the dollar in the first place, namely an artificially
inflatecl value of golcl due to withdrawal of large cmantities of the metal from
the open markets of the world into idle and unused public and private hoards.
The Warren plan aggravated this situation by causing the United States to buy
and withdraw into our idle hoard more and more gold at higher and higher
prices. The result was to make free gold in the open markets of the world
more and more valuable without materially influencing our domestic price
level. Even the theory that 1oweSng the gold content of the dollar would
stimulate foreign buying in the United States by gold-standard countries
proved to be largely fallxious. Between October 1933 and December 1934, we
decreased the golcl content of the dollar about 40 percent. Our domestic ??rice
level rose about 1@ percent (including both consumer goods and investment
goocls ) . This left a net theoretical advantage of 30 percent to gold-standard
countries as an inducement to buy in the United States. At the same time,
by :mMng gold artificially sea rcer, we decreased prices in gold-standard countries, thus largely nullifyin,m this theoretical advantage.
In France, between October 19c 33 and December 1934, the general price level
dropped about 15 percent (including both consumer goods and investment
goods). In addition, business in golcl standard countries was so stagnated in
consequence of the further decline in prices caused by our action as to largely
nullify an-j- icducement to bug goods from Us. Furthermore, gold standard
countries could and did restrict importations from the United States. All ix
all, the only influence of the Warren plan on our foreign trade was to temporarily subsidize exports over imports to the extent of the cost of the gold
we actually imported. It remains to be seen whether we will ever be able to
sell this imported gold at the price we paid for it. The chances are, overwhelmingly, t h a t w e w o n ’ t . W e b o a s t a b o u t a p a p e r p r o f i t o f a r o u n d
$3,000,000,000 in gold devaluation. Actually our Government is in the position
of a market operator who has created a corner in gold, artificially skyrocketing
the price. Any market operator, in wheat for example, knows that the paper
profit he may show at the peak of a corner is not a real profit, because sooner
or later he must liquidate his corner, in the process of which the price will
inevitably be seriously depressed. Our Government is in a particularly vulnerable position in that some other countries also have substantial corners in
gold, and if either we or they start liquidatin g a scramble to dump g&cl at
any price may result that may demoralize the price entirely. To have our
dollar anchored to gold at $35 an ounce under such conditions would be to
throw LIP into a wild inflationary boom follow&l by another severe depression.
Perhaps the most fortunate thing that could happen to our Government in this
situation jvould be if our Supreme Court should decide that, while our Government has the right t0 set aside gold contracts, between parties within the
United States C:I reasonably eqtiitable grounds, it has no right to set aside gold
contracts in which it is one of the contracting parties. This would enable the
United States to liquidate its corner in gold by paying off holders of goldclause bonds in actual gold, letting these holclers take their chances on whether
in the long run these contracts will be worth more or less than contracts in
dollars. Except for this outlet for our gold hoard, world conditions may so
shape themselves in the next few years that this hoard may not. be worth 2.5
percent of its present value.

.
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Substantially the same economic fallacy that exists in this gold-‘bzying
theory also exists in the silver-buying theory. The value of silver is artificially inflated. Falling prices and clepression is being created in silver-standard countrit~s, which incidentaly isn’t helping good \vill tolvard the United
states And we are building ourselves a corner in silver, showing a fictitious
paper *profit, that may ultimately prove to be a real loss.
Professor WArren and Professor Fisher, and others who have envisioned
the icleal of a more stable unit of measure of value than gold or silver are
absolutely right in their contention that a fixed weight of any precious metal
will never provicle a stable clollar or a stable general price level. The speculutive hoardinn’ and dumping possible in anythin r: as limited in quantity as
precious meMais bouild to radicallj- fluctuate its value. But they are wasting
their time and jeopardizing their ideal in trying to devi$e ingenious schemes
to build a sound and stable currency upon a base of precious metal. ‘An entirely different method of attacking this problem is necessary if the ideal of
a restored and then stabilized domestic general price level is to be converted
into a practic;il realization. Ho\\- this can be done will now be described.
AN JMMEDISTE PI‘.ACTTC>~L SO!.UTIOS UXDER PRESEST COSDITIOXS, TH,\T YEXXITS
LIVING UP TO GOLD CO';TR,'\CTS lb0 PERCENT, THAT SIEE'I'S THE OLiJECTIOSS OF
MOXIXTARY COKSERV,\%iVE-;
AXD AT THE SAME TIME ACHIbWES THE IDEAL OF
MONETARY LIREP,\I.S, TII.?T TZiVOLt'ES SO CURtTAILME3T OF LIGERTY IN IXDIVIDUAL
EKTERPRISE EITHER IX INDUST'XY OR BhiL'KISG, A14'D THAT ISVOLVES NO FURTHER
ELSBORATE SPENDING OF BORROWEX3 MOREY

As has beei SIIOW~, the cfluse of unemployment is a rapid .fall in the general
level of prices, combined with a less rapid fall in wage and overhead costs. ’
Such rapid falls in the bweueral level of prices are inevitable under a gold
standard (or any other precious Ineta standard), because individuals and
governments cannot be prevented frou~ l~eriodically taking the notion to speculatively hoard gold, thrreby infiating its value nncl causing prices based on
gold to rapidly fall.
The first essential for efficiently restoring and then stabilizing the domestic
price level is to once again cut the cloll:~r loose entirely from any fixed weight
of gold, in other words, to place it in the same condition as the British pound
happens to be at the present time (not that the British pound is in any other
respect a proper moclel for a restored and stabilized dollar). If the dollar is
not permanently CLX loose from gold, it cannot be stabilized in value, because
it will continually be disWrbec1 by the vasillations in gold speculation that
sweep the world.
The next step in such a prog-ram is to properly take care of outstanding gold
contracts. Whether or not the Supreme Court should decide that the Government has the right to change the terms of its on-n obligations payable in gold,
it is submitted that it would be of aclvanttlge to the Government to pay interest
and principal on these obligations, as due, in actual gold, thus providing an
outlet for the otherwise specuiatlreZg da zgerous corner in gold now held.
If the Supreme Court should hold that our Government has no right to
abrogate gold contracts even when it is not one of the contracting parties, it is
recommended that the Government immediately reverse the process by which it
forced gold from $20 per ounce to $35 per ounce, selling gctld at lower and
lower prices until the price is once more clown to $20 per ounce or lower: The
dollar being completely cut loose from gold, this pr’oceclure would have no
influence whatever on the clomestic price level. Thereafter the remaining gold
in the Treasury could be appliecl to payin g off Federal obligations payable in
gold. In the meanwhile, it could serve as a gold reserve, to satisfy those
people who like to feel that this idle gold reserve is there, just in case something goes wrong with the new monetary plans.
The next step reconnnenclecl is to set ~12 a new Government ownecl corporation,-whose sole business shall be to efficiently restore and then stabilize the
purchasing power of the dollar. This corporation would be empowered to issue
currency. But it would not be permittecl to issue fiat currency. Every clollar
it issues must be backecl 100 percent by basic wealth in liquid form that can
be immediately sold i’f necessary to support the value of that currency. This
corporation would issue such currency by buying such basic wealth whenever
the domestic general price level was below normal, and vice versa. Th.e
basic wealth invested in must at all times comprise a reasonable cross-section
of all wealth ; otherwise the corporation would not be a sound institution. For
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example, a central bank of issue such as has been proposed, intended to .supply
a currency of stable general purchasing power and to be operated along traditional central banking lines with investments in precious metal, governments,
private paper and foreign exchange, would not be a sound institution. Sooner
or later it would be forced to choose between tremendous losses or abandoning
its dollar-stabilizing program. The idcal cross-section of basic wealth for a
sound dollar-stabilization corporation would be the same items as used to
determine the general level of prices ; for example, 50 most heavily traded
consumer goods of a certain kind, and 50 most heavily traded investment
,~oocls of a certain kind, both classes of goods being equally important in
influencing business activity.
This dollar-stabilization corporation would really be of the nature of a Government-owned investment trust. It would differ from every other kind of
an investment trust in that its outstanding obligations (currency instead of
the usual common stock) would be kept stable in value by being issued or
retirecl whenever this value departed from a specifically defined normal.
This corporation, at a time like the present, could be set up with a negligible
initial working capital, and thereafter it would be profit making. It could
be liquidated 100 percent at any time in the future that its utility might cease
to csist, without loss.
This corporation need not interfere \A-ith existing outstanding currency, at
least not at present. Ultini:~tel~- all currency should be simplified and unified.
Ny making tile ne!x currclnc~ interch:~ngeahlc lvith all other forms of United
States currency, its efficient stabilization ~vould result in the stabilization of all
otl;cr currency, providecl no radical changes in other forms of currency were
permitted. This new corporation V-ould not inttlrfere :;u all Wit11 the strictly
banking functions of the Il’ederal Reserve banlrs or other lSiXIll<s. Kcither \\-oilld
it interfere in any \;\-ay with the borrow;ing, refin:lncing, or Ether functions of the
Treasury Department.
111 tlte present situation this corporation would immediately start an efficient
restoration of the domestic general price level by buying ant1 witlldr;lwing biasic
wealtll from the marlxts. At tl:e sari::: time it would induce a healthy demand
for bank loans to expand business enterprises in view of the improved prospects
for business profits. This in turn would induce a healthy speculation in the
direction of a restored price level, bringing this objective to a quick realization.
After the clomestic general price level had thus been restored, and involuntary
unemployment hacl been substantially eliminated, the problem woulcl be likely to
turn into one of preventin g another boom, with its exorbitant business profits.
The proposed dollar stabilization corporation would just as cficiently correct
that kind of a condition by selling as much of its assets and retiring as much of
its outstanding currency as necessary. Incidentally, this ~oulcl involve a profit,
because t?lese assets would have been purchased at lower prices.
It is, of course, impossible in a brief clescription of this l<i:ld to cover every
detail of organization ancl operation of this l~ro~~osecl dollar stabilization corporation. Such details, however, hare lxgely been worked out, nnrl it is believed
that any questionin g as to lion- this corporation might work out in practice under
any particular set of conditions can be satisfactorily answered.

The CHA~RMAX Mr. Frank L. Peckham, vice president Sentinels
of the Republic.
STATEMENT OF FRANK L. PECKHAM, WASHINGTON, D. C., VICE
PRESIDENT SENTINELS OF THE REPUBLIC
The Cmmnr~s. You represent the Sentinels of the Republic?
Mr. PECKI-ffw. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAX What is that organization?
Mr. PECKIL~. That is an organization that, was formed in 1022
and has been actiw ever since, in opposition to all measures that tend
furt.her and further to centralize power and responsibility in the
Federal Government at Washingtcn over various sorts of matters
that primarily should not only be under the control of the States
and local governments but for which those local governments are
primarily responsible as well.
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